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These included a favorable renewal 
with Comcast in the U.S.; key deals and 
new partnerships in Sweden, France, 
Singapore, Poland and the Nordics 
internationally; and new multiplatform 
agreements with Verizon’s Go90 and 
Hulu in the U.S.

Discovery bolstered its multiplatform 
strategy this year with the launch of 
Discovery GO, our first TV Everywhere 
platform in the U.S.; Discovery K!ds 
Play, our TV Everywhere offering for 
Discovery Kids in Latin America; and 
the growth of our direct-to-consumer 
business in Europe with Eurosport Player 
and Dplay. These new platforms, coupled 
with our globally appealing content 
and strategic IP investments, as seen in 
our recent minority stake in Lionsgate 
Entertainment, leave us well-positioned 
among both viewers and distributors in 
a multiplatform world and amid shifting 
viewer habits.

Whether it’s pay-TV, free-to-air, TV 
Everywhere or direct-to-consumer 
products and platforms, Discovery’s 
key advantage remains having the 
best content, programming and IP that 
nourishes our global audiences and 
superfans across a diverse set of genres.  

By staying true to our mission… to tell 
stories that entertain, inspire and ignite 
curiosity… while adapting to shifting 
consumer behavior and changes across 
the global media ecosystem, we will 
continue to be the leader in global 
entertainment… and we will continue 
to deliver strong financial results and 
enhance shareholder value. 

In 2015, Discovery continued to prove 
its strength as the leader in global 
entertainment, and despite secular 
changes across the worldwide media 
landscape, we executed on our key 
strategic objectives of growing market 
share, launching new products and 
platforms and investing in high-quality 
content and brands with universal appeal 
across our global portfolio.  

In the U.S., our growth was driven by 
on-brand programming, most notably 
across Discovery Channel, Investigation 
Discovery, Velocity and OWN, where 
record viewership propelled market 
share and boosted advertising revenue. 
Internationally, we reached a new 
milestone for our global distribution 
platform: 3 billion cumulative viewers 
around the world, while our female 
lifestyle brands paved the way for double-
digit audience growth. 

Our content investment includes a 
continued focus on diversified genres, 
where we’ve augmented our portfolio 
of brands with sports in Europe and kids 
in Latin America. Discovery took full 
ownership of Eurosport in 2015 and, in a 
game-changing deal further positioning 
the company as the leader of sports in 
Europe, acquired all European TV and 
multiplatform broadcast rights to the 
2018-2024 Olympic Games. In Latin 
America, Discovery Kids was again the  
#1 pay-TV network in Brazil, a product 
of our investment in kids’ content 
throughout the region.  Our success 
across a diverse set of markets illustrates 
our ability to grow in emerging and 
established economies.

The power and appeal of Discovery’s 
brands was evident in a number of 
strong distribution renewals in 2015. David Zaslav is President and Chief Executive Officer 

of Discovery Communications and serves on the 
company’s Board of Directors.

A MESSAGE FROM 

DAVID ZASLAV

“

“

Whether it’s pay-TV, free-
to-air, TV Everywhere 
or direct-to-consumer 
products and platforms, 
Discovery’s key advantage 
remains having the best 
content, programming 
and IP that nourishes 
our global audiences 
and superfans across a 
diverse set of genres. 



DISCOVERY CHANNEL DELIVERS 
HIGHEST-RATED AND MOST-WATCHED 
YEAR EVER IN 2015
Discovery Channel was cable’s #1 non-sports network for Men in 2015 for the first 
time ever, and shined as one of the few cable networks to end 2015 with double-
digit gains in Total Viewers and increases across key demos. The network finished 
2015 with its highest-rated year ever across Persons 25-54 and Men 25-54 and 
its most-watched year ever in Total Viewers. Boasting a diversified audience, 
Discovery Channel also delivered its highest-rated year in more than 10 years 
among Women 25-54 and W18-49. Hit series NAKED AND AFRAID XL finished the 
year as the #1 new unscripted series on cable in Total Viewers and across P25-
54/18-49 and M25-54/18-49/18-34, while fan-favorite GOLD RUSH again topped 
the charts as cable’s #1 unscripted series among P18-49. In December, Discovery 
Channel premiered Academy Award®-winning director Louie Psihoyos’ RACING 
EXTINCTION to a global audience in a way that only Discovery could do, reaching 
more than 36 million viewers in 220 countries and territories.

DISCOVERY ACQUIRES MINORITY STAKE  
IN LIONSGATE ENTERTAINMENT 
Discovery announced in November the acquisition of a minority stake in Lionsgate 
Entertainment. The 3.4% stake and first look agreement with the content company 
is part of Discovery’s continued investment in strong, must-have IP. Liberty Global 
announced a 3.4% stake in Lionsgate under the same transaction. Following the 
agreement, Discovery President and CEO David Zaslav also was appointed to the 
Lionsgate Board of Directors.  

EUROSPORT MARKS FOURTH 
QUARTER WITH TRANSFORMATIONAL 
REBRAND AND NEW RIGHTS   
In November, Eurosport adopted a reinvigorated brand with the tagline 
“Fuel Your Passion,” and implemented a social media campaign using 
#sharemypassion as part of the biggest rebrand in its history. Putting 
fans at the core of its identity, the new look and social media campaign 
focus on the emotional connection between fans and their sports, 
encouraging viewers to share stories about the extraordinary lengths to 
which they will go to show love for their favorite sport, team or athlete. 

Eurosport also has continued to acquire important sports rights. 
In January, Eurosport became the exclusive UK home to the 2016 
Australian Open. With matches also airing on Eurosport Player, the 
network provided comprehensive coverage with live feeds from all 16 
match courts for the first time. In Norway, Discovery also secured media 
rights for Norwegian elite football from 2017-2022, which will air across 
Eurosport Norway, MAX, TVNorge and Eurosport Player.
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Discovery in a Multiplatform World:
Maximizing Linear While Aggressively Attacking Digital

Discovery GO
On December 1, Discovery launched Discovery 
GO, the company’s new U.S. TV Everywhere 
offering that connects viewers with live and 
on-demand access to shows and series from 
Discovery's U.S. networks. With Discovery 
GO, viewers can browse each of the networks 
featured, find programs organized into genres 
or explore curated playlists – providing anytime, 
anywhere access on practically any device to 
MVPD-authenticated audiences. Distribution 
affiliates already have jumped in to share news 
of the launch with their subscribers through 
on-air cross channel, online promotion, email 
newsletters and social media, encouraging 
subscribers to discover the added value 
that comes with their pay-TV subscriptions. 
Discovery GO is available at DiscoveryGO.
com and through iOS and Android apps for 
subscribers across Cox, Cablevision, Time 
Warner Cable and BrightHouse Networks 
among many others, and will be coming to new 
platforms and providers in the future.

Discovery K!ds Play
In November, Discovery launched an authenticated TV Everywhere offering for Discovery Kids in Latin America called Discovery 
K!ds Play. Designed for kids ages 2-6, Discovery K!ds Play offers on-demand programming from Discovery Kids as well as kid-friendly 
games. The service again grew in December, launching in Brazil for Sky subscribers and for Android users from Google Play, 
where in its first week the app climbed to third place in the education category. In February, the service also debuted in Dish 
households in Mexico. 

Direct-to-Consumer in Europe
Discovery's foray into the multiplatform world has continued over 
the last several years with a focus on its direct-to-consumer business 
in Europe, including Eurosport Player and Dplay. Eurosport Player 
is the company’s live and on-demand sports subscription service, 
offering full and unlimited access to the Eurosport channels, as well 
as additional features and exclusive content. Dplay is Discovery’s 
direct-to-consumer digital offering featuring on-demand and catch-
up general entertainment, spanning local productions, factual 
programming and acquisitions in Denmark, Italy, Norway and 
Sweden. Today, Eurosport Player is available in 52 countries and 14 
languages worldwide, and Dplay, which just launched in Sweden, Italy 
and Denmark in 2015, already has accumulated more than 4 million 
video views and more than 260,000 app downloads. Eurosport also 
announced in January a landmark OTT deal with the NBA to provide 
European consumers, excluding those in Denmark, France, Germany, 
Italy and Spain, with a bundle offering including Eurosport Player and 
NBA League Pass. 

Discovery Communications’ global multiplatform strategy has kicked off around the 
world. Today, the company boasts a rapidly growing direct-to-consumer business 
in Europe with Eurosport Player and Dplay. It has launched its first TV Everywhere 
offering in the U.S. with Discovery GO, and also has introduced a TV Everywhere 
offering for kids in Latin America with Discovery K!ds Play.

The company's multiplatform strategy has again transformed the portfolio, which 
has for the last 30 years innovated to translate its brands, content and storytelling 
for multiple ecosystems. A pure play cable company with the launch of Discovery 
Channel in 1985, Discovery has today become a leading global entertainment 
platform encompassing pay-TV networks, free-to-air, and now multiplatform, 
digital offerings. 



AQ& WITH PAUL GUYARDO
Chief Commercial Officer

        How is Discovery feeding viewers’ increasing appetites for access to content anytime, anywhere?
Discovery’s brands and content resonate around the world and continue to tap into viewers’ innate curiosity. We are uniquely positioned in the 
marketplace with an unparalleled, 30+ year library of premium content that we own. In the U.S., it all starts with TV Everywhere (TVE) and enabling 
pay-TV customers to enjoy Discovery’s premium content anywhere, anytime through user-friendly apps and websites. Discovery continues to include 
TVE rights in our affiliate renewal discussions and, in December 2015, we were able to give viewers who really love our networks Discovery GO — our 
company’s first U.S. authenticated streaming service. Discovery GO is off to a strong start and offers digital audiences the opportunity to watch live and 
on-demand content, browsing by networks, genres or personal watchlists. Thanks to great work by our Discovery Networks International team, we’re 
reaching hundreds of thousands of passionate viewers through our Eurosport Player and Dplay direct-to-consumer products in Europe - providing new 
revenue streams and expanded reach. At the same time, we’re keenly focused on TVE opportunities in Latin America through Discovery K!ds Play. And 

all of this is just the beginning…

        How do you see content consumption changing across platforms over the next few years? 
I’ll start with how it won’t change: quality content will remain king. While consumption will only continue to grow with more engaging series and 
specials than ever before, what will change is how content is consumed. Younger audiences are definitely gravitating toward their smartphones, 
tablets and laptops for entertainment, and that is precisely why we are focusing on bringing our premium brands and programming to a wide-range of 
platforms — from our own OTT and TVE products to those of our valued distribution partners.

        There’s a clear industry focus on reaching younger audiences. Is digital the key to that and how is Discovery 
approaching millennial viewers?

Millennial viewers aren't always gathering around the TV in the living room the same way I did at their age. Digital – from Discovery GO to our 
web-native Discovery Digital Networks (DDN) programming – allows us to bridge the generational divide and bring great content to the devices and 
platforms they are immersing themselves in. With more than 200 million monthly views, our DDN portfolio is attracting young, passionate audiences, 
and we’re constantly innovating with new approaches to content with today’s social audiences and platforms in mind.

        You also oversee Discovery’s Ad Sales and Global Enterprises teams. How are you focusing on monetizing Discovery's 
brands and content?

With our strong portfolio of brands and content, I am confident we can continue to fuel growth for our company. Utilizing our must-have programming, 
our goal in the coming year is for ad sales to stay competitive in the marketplace, which our award-winning team has consistently done for the past 
several years. With our Global Enterprises business, it’s about taking our brands and IP and extending them into consumer products, location-based 
entertainment and program sales. It’s a small, but highly profitable business today, and our goal is to double that business in the next three years. 

2
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Paul Guyardo joined Discovery Communications in October in the newly created role of Chief Commercial Officer, 
overseeing Digital Media, U.S. Ad Sales, Licensing and Consumer Products, Consumer Insights and Data Analytics. 
Charged with expanding the ways Discovery monetizes its portfolio of valuable assets to distributors, advertising 
partners and directly to consumers, Guyardo is responsible for Discovery’s TV Everywhere strategy in the U.S. as well 
as working with Discovery Networks International to drive its burgeoning direct-to-consumer business.
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WATCH WITH THE WORLD: 

PROGRAMMING & RATINGS HIGHLIGHTS

TELESCOPE SINGLE DAD SEEKING HATE IN AMERICA

HIGHEST-RATED YEAR EVER IN PRIME AMONG P25-54 AND 
M25-54, AND THE MOST-WATCHED YEAR EVER IN P2+
Finished 2015 as the #1 non-sports, cable network in Prime among M25-54 for the first year 
ever, boasting eight of the year’s top 10 unscripted cable series for M25-54 and M18-49. 

Directed by Oscar®-nominated filmmaker Nathaniel Kahn and going behind the scenes of 
NASA’S James Webb Telescope, TELESCOPE debuts on Discovery Channel on Saturday, 
February 20 and on Science Channel on Sunday, February 21 as part of Science Weekend, 
which will air over 20 hours of Science Channel programming including hit series HOW 
IT’S MADE and OUTRAGEOUS ACTS OF SCIENCE.

Strong year-over-year audience growth in large international markets in fourth quarter, 
including double-digit growth in Brazil (+41%) and Mexico (+15%).   

TOP 10 AD-SUPPORTED CABLE NETWORK AMONG WOMEN  
IN 2015
Strong Sunday nights with viewership up double digits among W25-54 in fourth quarter, 
led by JILL AND JESSA: COUNTING ON, SISTER WIVES and 90 DAY FIANCÉ. 

New series SINGLE DAD SEEKING premieres this spring featuring five single fathers 
working hard to raise their children and searching for love.

International audience up 17% in fourth quarter, led by double-digit gains in Germany, 
South Africa and Asia. 

#1 NETWORK AMONG WOMEN IN TOTAL DAY IN FOURTH 
QUARTER; BEST YEAR EVER IN PRIME DELIVERY  
ID finished 2015 as the #3 ad-supported cable network among Women in Total Day 
delivery and, for the fourth consecutive year, claimed the #1 spot for length of tune in  
all of television in Total Day delivery among P25-54 and W25-54.

Building on the success of its HATE IN AMERICA special in 2015, ID and Emmy-Award 
winning journalist Tony Harris will showcase iconic stories from the Southern Poverty  
Law Center’s case files with the all new HATE IN AMERICA series beginning Monday, 
February 29. 

Highest ever international audience in 2015, up 12% led by growth in Denmark, South 
America, Brazil and Argentina. 



  

PROGRAMMING & RATINGS HIGHLIGHTS
FOURTH CONSECUTIVE YEAR AS A TOP 20 AD-SUPPORTED 
CABLE NETWORK AMONG MEN
Highest ever international audience in 2015, up 6% versus 2014. 

Superfans got closer to the PUPPY BOWL action than ever before in 2016 with the 
introduction of PUPPY BOWL VIRTUAL REALITY, which invited viewers onto the turf for a 
full 360° experience. 

Eight series delivered at least one million P2+ viewers in 2015, led by RIVER MONSTERS, 
THE LAST ALASKANS and TREEHOUSE MASTERS. 

MOST-WATCHED YEAR EVER IN PRIME AMONG KEY DEMOS
Boasting its most-watched year ever among Total Viewers, P25-54 and P18-49, led by 
OUTRAGEOUS ACTS OF SCIENCE, SURVIVORMAN and THROUGH THE WORMHOLE WITH 
MORGAN FREEMAN.

NASA’S UNEXPLAINED FILES returns for a third season in February with first-hand 
testimony from astronauts, NASA mission footage and beautifully rendered CGI to dive 
into the mysteries of some of NASA’s most curious missions. 

Special, never-before-seen MYTHBUSTERS episode to premiere on Science Channel on 
Sunday, March 6 following the series finale on Discovery Channel on Saturday, March 5. 

RECORD RATINGS AND DELIVERY NUMBERS MARK BEST YEAR 
AND FOURTH QUARTER EVER
Celebrating its highest-delivering and highest-rated year ever across key demos including 
Men and Total Viewers, led by BARRETT-JACKSON LIVE telecasts, BITCHIN’ RIDES and 
JUNKYARD EMPIRE. 

Hit series AMERICARNA, hosted by NASCAR legend Ray Evernham, returns for season 
three on Thursday, February 25 to guide viewers through an all-new season full of 
American car culture.

Continuing to expand to new markets, Velocity and Turbo are on track to reach 220 
million subscribers by the end of the decade.

P  Indicates persons  
P2+  Indicates persons age 2 years and up 
M  Indicates men 
W  Indicates women 

PUPPY BOWL NASA’S UNEXPLAINED FILES AMERICARNA
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WATCH WITH THE WORLD: 

PROGRAMMING & RATINGS HIGHLIGHTS

#1 ad-supported cable network on Tuesday nights in 2015 for all Women and the fastest 
growing top 25 ad-supported cable network among W25-54.  
 
2015 marks the most-watched year in network history and fourth consecutive year of 
double-digit viewership growth in Prime, up 13% in Total Viewers versus 2014.
 
New series FOR PEETE’S SAKE premieres on Saturday, March 19 featuring husband and 
wife duo, actress Holly Robinson Peete and former NFL star quarterback Rodney Peete, 
as they juggle complicated career choices and a bustling family life.  

First quarter brings the premiere of all-new series AMERICAN LAWMEN on Wednesday, 
February 17 as well as returning seasons of WHAT HISTORY FORGOT and CODES AND 
CONSPIRACIES in March. 

AHC celebrated American leaders in February with an all-day HAIL TO THE CHIEFS 
programming marathon on Presidents’ Day. Anchored by the premiere of AMERICA: 
FACTS VS. FICTION: PRESIDENTIAL SPECIAL, the marathon wrapped up with the season 
two premiere of hit original series, AGAINST THE ODDS.

Most-watched November ever in Total Day for delivery among key demos, propelled by 
EXORCISM: LIVE! special, which landed as November’s top live cable event excluding 
sports among P25-54. 

Brand new series PARANORMAL LOCKDOWN premieres on Friday, March 4 as ghost-
hunting all-star duo Nick Groff and Katrina Weidman stretch the limits of paranormal 
investigations by confining themselves in haunted locations for 72 hours straight.

FOR PEETE’S SAKE PARANORMAL LOCKDOWN WHAT HISTORY FORGOT



Discovery & BBC Sign Long-Term Olympic Games Partnership
In January, Discovery Communications and the BBC announced a long-term Olympic Games agreement in the UK, building on a 30-year 
partnership between the two global media organizations. The deal, which marked the first Olympic Games sublicensing deal by Discovery, 
allows the BBC to sublicense exclusive free-to-air audio-visual and non-exclusive radio rights to the 2022 and 2024 Olympic Games 
from Discovery. In turn, Discovery will sublicense exclusive pay-TV rights in the UK to the 2018 and 2020 Olympic Games from the BBC. 
The agreement comes as part of Discovery’s commitment to strike innovative partnerships that ensure the Games remain accessible 
to the widest possible audience and reinforces Eurosport as the home of the Olympic Games in Europe. The announcement follows the 
agreement reached by Discovery and the International Olympic Committee last June, which granted Discovery and Eurosport exclusive 
multimedia rights to the 2018-2024 Olympics Games for 50 countries and territories in Europe. As part of that agreement, the rights for 
the UK were included for only 2022 and 2024, as these rights had already been secured by the BBC in 2018 and 2020.

Discovery Networks Latin America/U.S. Hispanic Portfolio of Channels Reaches its Highest 
Ratings Ever in 2015
Discovery Networks Latin America/U.S. Hispanic reported a third consecutive year of highest ratings ever for the portfolio in 2015. In 
Latin America, flagship networks Discovery Channel, Discovery Kids and Discovery Home & Health, for the second year in a row, ranked 
among the top 10 pay-TV channels pan regionally among Adults 25-54 during Prime. In the U.S. Hispanic market, where Discovery 
offers two networks for Spanish-speaking audiences, the portfolio achieved its highest-rated year ever for the second consecutive year. 
Discovery en Español maintained its leadership as the #1 Spanish-language pay-TV network in Late Prime among P18-49, while Discovery 
Familia registered its fourth year of consecutive growth, achieving double-digit increases among W18-49 (+ 40%) and Adults 18-49 (+44%). 

 
International Networks Win Big in 2015
Discovery networks were honored around the globe in 2015 with a number of prestigious awards. 

In December, Discovery Networks Asia-Pacific was named Cable & Satellite Network of the Year and Discovery Channel claimed the 
title of Cable & Satellite Channel of the Year at the Asian Television Awards. In total, Discovery clinched 11 wins and commendations 
at the ceremony including “Best Documentary Series” for ABALONE WARS and “Best Natural History or Wildlife Program” for 
REVEALED: RANN OF KUTCH, among others. Discovery Networks Asia-Pacific continued its winning streak at the PROMAXBDA Asia 
Awards, taking home four gold and three silver awards. 

Discovery Channel UK also was honored in 2015. The network was named Media Brand of the Year at the prestigious Media Week Awards, 
where it was commended for both audience understanding and the launch of its first brand campaign, “Make Your World Bigger.”

Local Discovery Networks International teams from various markets also received recognition at awards ceremonies throughout 2015 
including honors at PROMAXBDA Australia, the Indian Telly Awards, China TV Documentary Awards and Taiwan’s Golden Bell awards.

Discovery Dazzles Guests at Russian Upfront
In October, Discovery celebrated its return to the Russian ad sales market with an Upfront in Moscow. More than 400 guests, including 
key media agencies, affiliates and clients attended the Upfront, which showcased upcoming premieres and international talent. TLC’s 
Whitney Thore performed a specially choreographed duet with famous Russian dancer Nikolay Zakharov, and Discovery Networks 
International’s Jimmy de Ville surprised guests by riding a Harley-Davidson bike onto the stage. Discovery also announced the launch 
of ad sales on ID Xtra and future plans for expanding to Eurosport and Eurosport 2 in 2016. 

PROGRAMMING FOR A GLOBAL AUDIENCE:
DISCOVERY NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL
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Discovery Networks Unveil New Programming at 2016 Winter  
TCA Presentation

Velocity Joins Superfans at Annual SEMA Show
Velocity was once again in on the action in November for the Specialty Equipment Market 
Association (SEMA) Show, the premier automotive confab, which attracts more than 
140,000 car enthusiasts in Las Vegas each year. Velocity had the SEMA Show covered 
from every angle with reports on-air each night in Prime during its week-long “Premiere 
Week at SEMA” stunt and, for SEMA Show attendees, a week full of special talent 
appearances, autograph sessions and media interviews. For the first time, Discovery 
Networks International partnered with Velocity and Turbo to create an International 
Turbo Press Junket at the SEMA Show, with global media members and talent in 
attendance. The week’s events on the ground were capped off by a standing-room-only 
crowd for Velocity Live, the network’s highly anticipated, supercharged superfan event at 
the legendary Westgate Resort and Casino.

DISCOVERY AND TOYOTA HIT THE VIRTUAL ROAD IN CUSTOM ‘DISCOVERY VR’ SERIES

Discovery Employees Give 
Back During Sixth Annual 
Creating Change Pro Bono 
Marathon and Conference
During Discovery’s sixth annual Creating 
Change initiative in November, 150 employees 
from the Silver Spring, New York, Los Angeles 
and London offices completed 24 pro bono 
projects for 22 national and local organizations, 
volunteering 2,500 hours valued at over 
$300,000. The Creating Change 12-hour 
marathon harnessed employees’ creative 
muscles and their marketing, communications, 
design, operational and production skills to 
benefit nonprofits with cause areas ranging 
from animal welfare to homelessness and 
military and veteran affairs to the arts. 
Running alongside the marathon, Discovery 
hosted nearly 100 nonprofit representatives 
for the Creating Change conference where 
subject matter experts presented a series of 
sessions and breakouts to inspire and educate. 
Nonprofit guests also were treated to a  
virtual reality demonstration and a sneak  
peek screening of Discovery Channel’s  
RACING EXTINCTION.

Discovery U.S. networks presented their 
upcoming programming slates to a full 
house of industry press at the Winter 2016 
Television Critics Association Press Tour in 
Pasadena in January. Executives and talent 
from networks including Discovery Channel, 
TLC, Investigation Discovery, Animal Planet, 
Science Channel and AHC took the stage 
to showcase some of the networks' most 
anticipated programming. Featuring remarks 
from General Managers and senior leadership 

of each network, panelist discussions and 
show clips, press got a look at Discovery 
Channel’s TELESCOPE and KILLING FIELDS, 
TLC's SINGLE DAD SEEKING, ID's FRONT 
PAGE: THE STEVEN AVERY STORY, Animal 
Planet’s PUPPY BOWL XII VR experience and 
AHC’s MLK: THE HUNT FOR JAMES EARL RAY, 
among others. Attendees also were treated to a 
Discovery VR demo as well as a meet and greet 
with puppies from local animal shelter Paw Works 
who were on hand to promote PUPPY BOWL XII.  

Discovery Communications in January announced its first content 
partnership for Discovery VR with the launch of an immersive digital 
experience featuring Toyota’s RAV4 Hybrid. Together, Discovery 
and Toyota launched LET'S GO PLACES: AUSTIN, a 10-episode 
virtual reality series featuring the RAV4, transporting audiences to 
unique experiences and attractions in and around Austin, Texas. The 
custom travelogue, hosted by Brian Brushwood and Justin Robert 
Young, taps into the powerful storytelling capabilities of virtual 
reality and turns viewers into road trippers along for the ride on 

unique adventures. The Discovery VR native series, which builds on 
Discovery’s virtual reality leadership, marks the first time Toyota 
has partnered to create dynamic content using the new technology. 
LET'S GO PLACES: AUSTIN is available across Discovery VR's 
platforms, including DiscoveryVR.com as well as iOS and Android 
apps. Audiences also can immerse themselves in 360-degree 
experiences on Discovery Channel's Facebook page and Discovery 
Channel and Seeker's YouTube channels.



KEITH KAZERMAN JOINS DISCOVERY AS HEAD OF ADVERTISING SALES 
PRODUCT STRATEGY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Keith Kazerman joined Discovery Communications in November in the newly created role of Head of Advertising 
Sales Product Strategy and Development. Reporting to Chief Operating Officer of Ad Sales Simon Robinson, 
Kazerman is responsible for developing and executing Discovery’s strategy for data and advanced advertising 
products across all U.S. platforms. Kazerman also oversees Discovery Engage, a new group within advertising sales 
delivering a portfolio of innovative data products for clients to enhance the effectiveness and accountability of their 
advertising, and leading the development of digital and linear sales automation systems and strategies. Kazerman 
joined Discovery from DIRECTV where he served as Senior Vice President, National Advertising Sales, and where 
he led the launch and implementation of the DIRECTV Addressable Advertising product, one of the first and largest 
addressable platforms in the U.S. 

KAREN LEEVER JOINS DISCOVERY AS EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT & 
GENERAL MANAGER, DIGITAL MEDIA IN THE U.S.
In October, Discovery Communications welcomed Karen Leever as Executive Vice President & General Manager of 
Digital Media, reporting to Chief Commercial Officer Paul Guyardo. Overseeing the company’s U.S. digital business, 
Leever is responsible for driving Discovery's domestic digital strategy with a focus on quality content that engages 
audiences and monetizing it across screens. In addition to developing new revenue streams and delivering a world-
class consumer experience across platforms, she is responsible for Discovery's portfolio of digital native brands 
and investments – including the creation of innovative, cutting-edge web and digital video products. Leever joined 
Discovery from DIRECTV, where she spent 10 years driving the satellite television company's business and new 
subscription acquisition growth, digital product strategy and all cross-platform digital efforts. While at DIRECTV, 
Leever also launched the company's first responsive TV Everywhere streaming product and NFLSundayTicket.tv, 
DIRECTV's first over-the-top video service.

Recent senior management appointments across Discovery Networks International, Digital Media and Ad Sales point to Discovery’s 
continued investment in content across both linear and digital platforms to ensure the company’s success in a multiplatform future.  

APPOINTMENTS

DISCOVERY AND EUROSPORT ANNOUNCE OLYMPIC GAMES APPOINTMENTS
In November, Discovery and Eurosport announced new roles and appointments created to support the company’s Olympic Games Strategy, following 
the acquisition of all TV and multiplatform rights to the 2018-2024 Olympic Games in Europe. The new Olympic Games leadership organization team 
will have five key functional areas including Commercialization, Operations & Planning, Olympic Relations & Coordination, Engineering/Technology 
and Production. Three of the five leadership roles have been appointed thus far including Jean-Thierry Augustin, President, Sports Development & 
Olympic Commercialization; David Schafer, Senior Vice President of Olympic Operations and Planning; and Géraldine Filiol, Vice President, Olympic 
Relations and Project Coordination. Additional appointments and strategy will be outlined in the coming months. 

SUZANNE KOLB NAMED EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT & GENERAL MANAGER, 
DISCOVERY DIGITAL NETWORKS
Veteran content and marketing executive Suzanne Kolb joined Discovery Communications in January as Executive Vice 
President & General Manager, Discovery Digital Networks. Reporting to Karen Leever and splitting her time between 
Los Angeles and San Francisco, Kolb manages the company’s award-winning portfolio of web-native brands, original 
digital series development, Discovery VR and social partnerships, with a keen focus on growing Discovery Digital 

Networks' audiences and championing monetization opportunities across its networks and series. Prior to joining 
Discovery, Kolb was President of E! Entertainment where she oversaw the global pop culture brand's ongoing growth 
across platforms. Under her leadership, E! evolved to a trendsetting destination with year-round original programming 
in more than 160 countries and a thriving digital presence. While at E!, Kolb launched hit franchises KEEPING UP WITH 
THE KARDASHIANS, CHELSEA LATELY, BOTCHED and TOTAL DIVAS and greenlit the network's first original scripted 
series, THE ROYALS.
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[1] Subscriber numbers as of December 31, 2015, according to The Nielsen Company in the U.S. and internal data review and external sources outside of the U.S. [2] Subscriber numbers include unbranded programming blocks in China, 
which are generally provided without charge to third-party channels and represented approximately 270 million subscribers as of December 31, 2015, plus non-controlled joint ventures and brand partnerships. [3] U.S. Hispanic networks 

are distributed to U.S. subscribers, but are operated as part of Discovery International Networks. [4] Discovery Channel’s international subscriber figures include the Discovery HD Showcase brand.  
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U.S. NETWORKS (MILLIONS)

Subscribers
Discovery Channel ............................................ 94 

TLC .........................................................................93 

Animal Planet ......................................................92

Investigation Discovery ................................... 85

OWN: Oprah Winfrey Network ........................79

Science Channel .................................................72 

Discovery Family Channel ................................67 

Velocity ................................................................ 66 

American Heroes Channel .............................. 58

Destination America ......................................... 56

Discovery Life ......................................................47

Discovery en Español .......................................... 7 

Discovery Familia..................................................6 

EDUCATION 
Innovative, multimedia educational products 
and services serving half of U.S. K-12 
schools and over 40 percent of U.K. primary 
schools including:

•  Discovery Education Streaming Plus

• Discovery Education Digital Techbook Series

•  Discovery Education Professional Development

•  Discovery Educator Network

Discovery Education’s leading broadband 
content reaches 3 million educators and over 
30 million students.

Over 80 million pieces of content  
delivered per year.

INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS (MILLIONS)

Subscribers

Discovery Channel .............................................408

TLC ..........................................................................332

Animal Planet ...................................................... 304

Eurosport 1 .............................................................. 161

Investigation Discovery/ID Xtra ......................... 121

Discovery Kids .......................................................102

Switchover Media ..................................................101

Discovery Science ................................................. 93

DMAX ........................................................................85

Quest .........................................................................81

Discovery Home & Health ................................... 75

Discovery Turbo/Discovery Turbo Xtra HD ...... 73 

Eurosport 2 ............................................................. 72

Fatafeat .................................................................... 55

SBS ............................................................................ 30

DeeJay ..................................................................... 25

Discovery Real Time ............................................. 25

Discovery Max ......................................................... 19 

Discovery World ...................................................... 19

Discovery World HD ............................................... 19

Shed ........................................................................... 12

Discovery History .................................................... 11

Eurosport News ....................................................... 11

Discovery Theater HD ........................................... 10

ABOUT DISCOVERY 
COMMUNICATIONS 

Discovery Communications 

(Nasdaq: DISCA, DISCB, DISCK) is 

the leader in global entertainment 

reaching 3 billion cumulative 

subscribers in more than 220 

countries and territories. 

Discovery satisfies curiosity, 

entertains and inspires viewers 

with high-quality content through 

global brands, led by Discovery 

Channel, TLC, Investigation 

Discovery, Animal Planet, Science 

and Turbo/Velocity, as well as 

U.S. joint venture network OWN: 

Oprah Winfrey Network, and 

through the Discovery Digital 

Networks portfolio, including 

Seeker and SourceFed. Discovery 

owns Eurosport, the leading pan-

regional sports entertainment 

destination across Europe and 

Asia-Pacific. Discovery also is a 

leading provider of educational 

products and services to schools, 

including an award-winning series 

of K-12 digital textbooks, through 

Discovery Education. For more 

information, please visit 

www.discoverycommunications.com.

BY THE NUMBERS

3 BILLION
CUMULATIVE
WORLDWIDE
SUBSCRIBERS 502MILLION

GLOBAL
DISCOVERY CHANNEL
SUBSCRIBERS

INTERNATIONAL
HD MARKETS189 10 MILLION

MONTHLY
STREAMS ONLINE375NUMBER

AVERAGE
OF CHANNELS IN

AND TERRITORIES
220 COUNTRIES


